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Gabriel Chukubeze Amuchi has been recognised by the Nigerian Government and by Nigerian 
citizens from all walks of life, for the outstanding and transformative work he is doing to operate, 
maintain and improve Nigeria’s road infrastructure. He was the Zonal coordinator for the South 
South and South East respectively, for which he was presented several awards from corporate 
and private organisations, including traditional.

He was recognised with a “Practical Leadership Award” by the constituency for Africa for his 
impact on the life of the people of Africa.

Engineer Gabriel Chukubeze Amuchi, MD & CEO of Federal Road Maintenance Agency. Nigeria

Engineer Gabriel Chukubeze 
Amuchi receives Leadership 
In Infrastructure Award from 
Anne McKechin, MP.

Profile: 
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James McCallum

Senergy is a forward-looking organisation that seeks 
to build value by leading the way in a changing world. 
While this is primarily through delivering what our 
clients require efficiently and effectively, it creates long 
term value most successfully by addressing many 
other facets of business life.

Senergy continues to invest in international expansion, 
with Africa being an especially attractive growth 
prospect.

Our relationship with Africa Forum Scotland continues 
to deliver great commercial potential for `LR Senergy’ 
and allows us to join with them by participating in 
planned joint venture Corporate Social Responsibility 
programmes. These programmes are designed to 
deliver sustainable transformation projects encouraging 
and supporting community engagement, gender 
equality, empowerment, technical coaching and 
initiatives to help further African entrepreneurism and 
economic growth.  

James McCallum 
CEO, LR Senergy
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The Directors of the African Forum Scotland
Dear Friends and partners of African Forum Scotland, we are delighted to introduce 
to you the 2015 special edition of the post 3rd edition of the African Achievement 
Awards 2014 Scotland and business journal, which highlights the many and varied 
opportunities that exists and how you can work with us to promote trade and 
investment in Africa and Scotland, and so doing co-create the wealth and thus sus      
tained the growth of your companies.

A special congratulation to Sir David Steel, RT Hon Lord Steel of Aikwood KT KBE 
PC, who is this year’s winner of the distinguished and unique African Forum Scotland 
Life Time Achiever Award. 

This recognition of Sir David Steel and its reference to “Lifetime Achievement” is 
both deserving and fitting. He entered the House of Commons in 1965 and this 
year mark him attaining 50 years of political service at Westminster on behalf of 
the British nation. This is an outstanding achievement and represents a lifetime 
of political activism to promote equality and freedom, to help the needy and to 
support the disenfranchised. He is currently the Hon President of the Africa All-Party 
Parliamentary Group at Westminster.

Special congratulation goes to Mrs Angela Jide-Jones, Managing Director and CEO 
of SEWA Assets Management Ltd who became a Fellow of African Forum Policy 
and Research Centre, Engineer Gabriel Chukubeze Amuchi, MD & CEO of Federal 
Road Maintenance Agency Nigeria for winning the Leadership In Infrastructure Award 
and to The CLINTEC GROUP, SCOTMID and Wheatley Group for their Corporation 
Distinctions to Services to African Communities and Africa.

In April 2015, in partnership with Global African Leadership and Entrepreneur 
Network, we will be jointly hosting the 1st Annual Global African leadership and 
Entrepreneurial Conference and Expo in Paris-France.

In September 2015, in partnership with our strategic partner, SEWA Asset 
Management LTD in Nigeria, African Forum Scotland will be organizing the 1st 
Scotland-Africa Investment and Business Conference in Abuja.

This will be one of the biggest investment and business networking conference  and 
trade mission that will connect Scottish businesses, investors, policy makers, markets 
to Africa and Nigeria businesses, investors, markets and policy makers.

Why Africa and Nigeria

Africa is rich in opportunities; it is home to seven out of ten of the world’s fastest 
growing economies, with Nigeria leading the way. And the continent’s economy 
is accelerating faster than any other, coupling abundant natural resources and 
increasing regional trade with strong private investment to post stronger FDI returns 
than anywhere else in the world.

More importantly, it has a middle class that is almost as big as the entire populations 
of Russia and Brazil. And the continent still has the fastest growing population in the 

world.

With 70 percent of its population under 35, Africa will enjoy an extraordinary demographic dividend as their energy and 
talents drive economic growth and development. By 2050, Africa will provide 1 in 4 of the world’s workers twice as any 
as China.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is predicting that no continent will grow more strongly over the coming years. 
With governments across Africa working to improve the business climate, there has never been a better time to invest. 
By investing in the right way, companies will not only grow their own balance sheet, but create jobs, support local 

Festus Olatunde, ACA, MBA 
Executive Director

Beltus Etchu, BA, MSc, FRSA
CEO

Adeyemi Johnson, MBA 
Executive Director

Introduction
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businesses and strengthen local communities across the continent.

More importantly, Africa has raised its investment profile over the last decade, benefiting from an improving macro-
economic environment, reductions in armed conflict and the spread of democratic institutions. Although the surge 
of global capital flowing to Africa has been concentrated in natural resources, there are exciting opportunities in 
renewable energy, infrastructure, health, agriculture, education and capacity building.

So Why Attend this Scotland-Africa Investment Conference & Trade Mission

This conference and trade mission in September 2015 will provide an opportunity for high level networking, more 
effective partnership models and new ways to facilitate access to capital and key influencers.

Our mission is to increase Scotland-Africa prosperity by advancing collaborative solutions that widen access to capital, 
create jobs and improve health through sustainable development. This is achieved through our independent and 
informed data-driven research, action-oriented conference, trade missions, one to one meetings and meaningful policy 
initiative.

Finally we would like to take this opportunity to thank all our partners, friends and supporters of our work and we look 
forward welcoming you to the Scotland-Africa Investment Conference and Trade missions in Abuja in September 
2015.

African  Forum  Scotland  (AFS)   
Scotland-‐Nigeria  International  Business  Conference  2015  

 
 
 
 
 
  

  
African Forum Scotland in partnership with Nigeria High Commission in United Kingdom with the 
support of the Nexim Bank, The Infrastructure Bank plc and Bank of Industry announce the 1st 
Scottish Nigeria International Conference 2015

VENUE: TRANSCORP HILTON ABUJA, 1 AGUIYI IRONSI STREET MAITAMA, ABUJA, NIGERIA

Further details on Page 35
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By 2040 Africa will have a workforce larger than China or India, an overlooked development opportunity, said speakers at 
Africa Forum Scotland International Business Conference in Glasgow on the 25th-26th of April 2013 and Commonwealth 
Head of Government Equity, Energy and Conference held in Glasgow on 22nd of July 2014 organized jointly by African 
Forum Scotland and the University of Aberdeen.

However, it is true that Africa has an unfortunate PR problem. While new coverage of the area is often focused on political 
unrest, conflicts, poverty, drought — Africa is in fact doing just as well as, if not better than, other developing regions of 
the world. This was the message from more than a dozen entrepreneurs, executives, researchers, educationists and 
venture capitalists speaking at African Forum Scotland International Business Conference 2013, held at Glasgow in 25th 
and 26th of April and Commonwealth Head of Government Conference on Energy, Equity and Development, in Glasgow 
on 26th July 2014.

These natives and ex-patriots alike agreed that the 50-plus nations comprising Africa represent remarkable opportunities 
for local, regional, and international business enterprises to do well while doing good.

The key, said His Excellency Dr. Suswan Gabriel, Executive Governor of Benue State, is to focus one’s business sights 
on efforts that truly meet the people’s needs. “African governments don’t want investment for its own sake,” he said, 
“they want those that will create prosperity and improve people’s lives.”

Africa is, in fact, ranked as “easier to do business” than either China or India, according to Caleb Tamfu, Managing 
Director of Andron, who was part of the high level debating panel at African Forum Scotland 2014  Energy, Equity and 
Development conference. And it supersedes the other two countries in another factor critical for business success: 
renewable internal freshwater resources. Moreover, by 2040, the continent will have a larger workforce than China or 
India, totaling more than 1.1 billion people.

The conference, organized by African Forum Scotland, highlighted issues and industries pertinent to Africa’s social 
and economic development — including health, energy, education, and technology — and explored the impact that 
entrepreneurial ventures in particular have had on development. Sessions also examined the ideological tension between 
development based on entrepreneurship and development supported by aid, as well as the effect of government policies 
and geopolitical trends on the continent’s entrepreneurial investment climate.

“With 90% of people south of the Sahara living without access to electricity, Africa’s energy needs clearly trump all 
others when it comes to generating an environment for business development,” said Dr Kandeh Yumkella, Special 
Representative of the UN Secretary-General and Chief Executive for the Sustainable Energy For All Initiative, and 
key panelist of the “Alternative and Traditional Energy” panel. He said part of the problem was the overly centralized 
electricity distribution model throughout much of the continent. He said creating public-private partnerships aimed at 
breaking down such hierarchy and establishing regional electricity grids present one road for entrepreneurs in the 
energy sector. He said that’s why the UN Secretary General (Ban Ki Moon) and the World Bank have given their support 
to improve access to sustainable energy.

“One of the best ways to create a sustainable business in Africa is to focus on efforts that allow women to enter the 
middle class,” recommended Mr. Ian Williamson, Vice President Commercial of Lloyd`s Register Synergy. Speaking on 

Africa
The Next Frontier for Entrepreneurs

“Africa represents a prime case 
where the reality and opportunity 

are much better than the 
perception,” 

Beltus Etchu, CEO, 
African Forum Scotland.
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the “Investing in Africa and with focus on ethical energy approach” panel, “by improving efficiency through knowledge, 
knowledge transfer and transformation of approach, then everybody gains by the elimination of wasteful inefficiency”. 
Furthermore, “Energy sustainability, growth and equity drives economic opportunities and thus create development and 
central to that should be the engagement and empowerment of women.”

With the slow speed of the internet in Africa, mobile phone technology has become tremendously important to most 
citizens — and thus another key area for business development. One application has been the use of mobile tech to 
help Africans who lack bank accounts — a common situation throughout the continent — to make payments. Speaking 
on the “New Ventures Based on Mobile Technology” panel, Bright Hugo, Founder and CEO of Transfer Boss which is 
leader in secure and fast money transfer mobile money to and within Africa, described Kenya’s success in launching a 
mobile money system known as m-Pesa.

“We’re going to see emerging markets going straight to mobile money and bypassing traditional banking services,” said 
Bright Hugo. “These types of applications will be a keystone for catalyzing the GDP in such markets.” Attendees came 
away with practical information on how to take advantage of the many entrepreneurial opportunities in multiple sectors 
in Africa, as well as new contacts and connections throughout the region.

“It’s definitely a good time to be 
investing in this region,” 

Prof H Sama Nwana, CEO and 
founding member of Atlantic 
Telecoms and Media in Africa.
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The Annual African Achievement Awards Scotland 
is the most rigorous and prestigious African award in Scotland. It is an event that recognises, 
celebrates and honours excellence and outstanding achievements within the African community 
here in U.K and in Africa, and supports The African Forum Scotland`s vision.

Selection Panel and Nomination
The Annual African Achievement Awards Scotland panel of judges is made up of key business 
people, cultural leaders, academics and eminent political figures, and prominent individuals, 
from all backgrounds and walks of life.  A transparent process determines the winner for each of 
the categories. The initial stage sees the creation of a long list through independent research. 
The broad based panel of judges, handpicked picked for their involvement in community and 
business debates, scores and ranks the nominees against the criteria to determine the winner. 
These winners are scrutinised by a high profile endorsement panel for final approval and 
ratification.

The Annual African Achievement 
Awards Scotland 2014

SPECIAL FEATURE
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SPECIAL AWARDS
Lifetime Achievement Award

The Rt Hon David Martin Scott Steel, Baron Steel of Aikwood, KT KBE DL

Lord Steel is a British Liberal Democrat politician who served as the Leader of the 
Liberal Party from 1976 until its merger with the Social Democratic Party in 1988 to 
form the Liberal Democrats. He served as a Member of Parliament from 1965 to 1997 
and as a Member of the Scottish Parliament from 1999 to 2003, during which time 
he was the Parliament’s Presiding Officer. Since 1997 he has been a member of the 
House of Lords.
 
David Steel was born in Kirkcaldy, Fife, to Church of Scotland minister, also called, 
David Steel, who would later serve as Moderator of the General Assembly of the 
Church of Scotland. He was brought up in Scotland and Kenya, and educated at 
Dumbarton Academy; James Gillespies Boys’ School, Edinburgh; the Prince of Wales 
School, Nairobi; and George Watson’s College, Edinburgh.

He has been involved in democracy and human rights issues in developing countries, 
especially in Africa for several decades. His upbringing in Kenya and the debates 
concerning South Africa in the 1960’s led him into British politics becoming an MP in 
1965. Through his deep interest in Africa, he became President of the anti-apartheid 
movement 1966-1970, but has continued to be involved in African affairs throughout 
his career. Currently he is President of the Africa All-Party Parliamentary Group.

Fellow of African Forum Policy & Research 
Centre

Mrs Angelia Jide-Jones
Angela Jide-Jones holds a BSc in Economics from University of Benin, an MBA 
from Enugu State University, and MSc Investment Management from the Cass 
Business School, UK. She is an alumnus of the Harvard Business School’s Program 
for Management Development (PMD Class 2003) and the Institute for management 
development (IMD) Lausanne, Switzerland. Angela is also a fellow of the Centre for 
Research and Policy Scotland (FCERPS).

With a banking experience that spans over 20 years, she has over time built core 
competencies in new business development and negotiation skills leveraging on 
them to establish a reputation of consistent exceptional performance in the Nigerian 
banking industry. Angela attained the position of General Manager in charge of the 
Wealth Management Group in Access Bank Plc where she also served on the board 
of Access Bank Zambia. Angela has over the years established herself as a performer 
per excellence; winning different awards and commendations in the course of her 
employment with various financial service institutions.

Angela is widely travelled and enjoys building capacity for the younger generation. 
In her unending zeal for capacity building, She has made (and continues to make) 
significant philanthropic contributions in the area of capacity building for the 
empowerment and development of African Women and is also a front line speaker at 
various international events on women rights empowerment and advocacy. Back home in Nigeria, Angela sponsors 
a number of less privileged children to primary and secondary school level on a yearly basis and provides periodic 
financial support to various homes and orphanages.

Angela is the Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer of SEWA Assets Management Limited, a wealth management, 
investment advisory, business intelligence, consulting and financial services support firm based in Lagos, Nigeria. In 
addition, Angela sits on the board of Marina Securities Limited and is also a member of the Chartered Institute of 
Bankers of Nigeria (CIBN) and the Nigeria Institute of Management (NIM).
Photos: Ib Media Plus & Marketing Ltd
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Corporate Distinctions Award
These Awards are reserved for Scotland-based organisations that over the years have made 
significant inpacts on development in Africa and the African Community in Scotland.

In 2010, the ClinTec 
Group relocated its global 
operations back home to its 
family origins in Glasgow, 
Scotland. Under the 

guidance of the much regarded Rabinder Buttar, the clinTec team 
operate on a global basis and their significant operations within 
African continent. Africa remains pivotal region for the development 
of adult and paediatric vaccines. Their diversification programme is 
globally recognised as being a champion for the less privileged and 
for encouraging emerging talents. http://www.clintec.com

As a co-operative, Scotmid has traded 
ethically and fairly for over 150 years, 
and was one of the first to champion 
the Fairtrade movement. Scotmid 
considers working in partnership with 
African nations as a key ingredient to 

supporting the Fairtrade movement.
http://www.scotmid.coop

Award received by Dr. Rabinder Buttar - CEO & President, and 
Bobby Bal - Vice President.

Award received by Harry Cairney, President

LR Synergy is one of the 
founding companies that 
set up the Ethical Energy 
Consortium which champions 
eithical integrity and behaviour 
throughout the entire cycle 

of energy development, including transparecy in procurement, 
environmental and ecological sensitivity and fostering employment 
and paying fair wages within the oil and gas sector in African energy 
nations.  http://www.lr-senergy.com

The Wheatley group 
is Scotland’s leading 
housing, community 
regeneration and care 
group. Their strategic 

partnership with Next Step Initiative has resulted in the establishment 
of the African Housing Forum which has already identified key 
priorities, and delivered an employability training programme.This 
has provided a critiacl and important voice for the African community 
and tenants living within the Group’s housing schemes. 
http://www.wheatley-group.com/
Award received by Gordon Sloan, Chair of the GHA

Award received by Ian Williamson, Commercial Vice 
President at LR Senergy
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Leadership In 
Infrastructure 
Award

Eng. Gabriel 
Chukubeze Amuchi, 

MD & CEO of Federal 
Road Maintenance 

Agency, Nigeria. 
Presented by Anne 

McKechin, MP

Leadership 
In Business 
Technology Award

Prof. H. Sama Nwana
Senior Executive Advisor, 

Telecommunications, 
Media and Technology regulation 

and sector re-design

Outstanding transformative work that improved Nigeria’s road and 
infrastructure.

See feature article: Road infrastructure maintenance - The 
FERMA Approach, page 25.

Distinction 
Achievement Award 
Music Services to 
Central Africa

Elvis Kemayo

Humanitarian & 
Poverty Alleviation 
Award

Photos: Ib Media Plus & Marketing Ltd

Awilo Longomba

Awilo set up a Foundation 
for helping children in need 
within the war-torn remote 

parts of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo

Elvis over a number 
of years, has been 

very influential to the 
transformation of Arfican 

music

See feature article: Africa – Investing in the Telecommunications, 
Media and Technology Sector, page 29.
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Awilo Longomba with friends

Elvis Kemayo

TSB Manager Andrew Presented the 
award for African Enterprise of the year.

The Annual African 
Achievement Awards 

Scotland 2014 Awardees, Audience 
& Entertainment
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Photos: Ib Media Plus & Marketing Ltd
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On 27 November, I participated in a Commonwealth Women Writers event at 
Glasgow Women’s Library during National Book Week in Scotland, which was 
hosted by Writer in Residence, Magi Gibson. As a writer of African-Caribbean 
origin, it was an honour to represent Jamaica/the Caribbean at this feminist event, 
with its ‘Big Party’ in the afternoon. Alongside fellow Commonwealth writers, 
singers and poets, I spoke and recited two poems about Scotland’s historical 
ties with the Caribbean, namely Merchant City and the many Scottish surnames 

in contemporary Jamaica and its Diaspora in the UK.  Take, for instance, Jamaica Street in Glasgow or my 
own surnames, Morris (nee) and McClymont.

Whilst in Glasgow, I had the pleasure of attending the third annual African Achievement Awards Scotland on 28 
November. But first, the day began with a whistle stop tour of Kelvin Grove Art Gallery and Museum, Glasgow 
University, the Trongate Theatre cafe (for lunch) and Merchant City, stopping briefly to view John Glassford’s 
tomb and the Cunninghame neo-classical mansion in Queen Street – (now the Gallery of Modern Art).  I had 
first visited Merchant City during the Commonwealth Games, attending various literary and historical events 
at the Briggait where I had the temerity to challenge Scotland’s leading historian, Professor Sir Tom Devine, 
to address the reparations debate.  

Although I enjoyed my visit to Glasgow in July, this time my visit was more productive. The African Forum 
Scotland enabled me to connect with some of the key drivers who are working at grassroots level to promote 
integration, empower young people of African heritage and to celebrate “successful partnership work in 
Africa.”  So, after a hectic day on shank’s pony, I was ready to relax back at my hotel but was compelled to 
attend what turned out to be the highlight of my trip. Exiting from the taxi outside 200 SVS, I was enthralled 
by the music within. As one who is researching Scotland’s colonial past, my emotions were stirred by the 
haunting sounds of the bagpipes (played by Highland piper, Neil Maclure), whose swirls reminded me of 
Scotland’s lochs, rugged landscapes and colourful history.

Indeed, the annual African Achievement Awards Scotland is a prestigious event that attracts high profile 
individuals from our global village and the world of politics (Guest of Honour, the Rt Hon David Martin Scott 
Steel, Baron of Steel and Aikwood, spoke of his childhood and youth in Kenya). Other esteemed guests 
included representatives from local government, banking and commerce, education and faith/community 
organisations that are working to empower African youth through a programme of employment, education, 
sport and culture. What is more, two young ladies and close sisters, Consolata and Divine Tasinda ensured 
that I was seated in an advantageous position and played host to me and my son, Gavin, a graphic designer, 
who also attended the event.

You had to be impressed by the array of men in Scottish plaid trousers and kilts, the piper with his heart-
stirring tunes, the nominees doing stirling work in the African diaspora and the efficient way in which the food 
appeared on your table. The pudding came in the form of Awilo Longomba, who is one of the most popular 
African musicians. In spite of the morning trek across Glasgow and my tired feet in high heels, I was carried 
away by the Congolese musician’s captivating voice and found myself on the dancefloor with an impressive 
line up of African achievers and friends of Africa in Scotland.  I look forward to attending next year’s African 
Achievement Awards ceremony with great anticipation!

	  

The Prestigious African Achievement 
Awards Scotland 2014
By: Dr Velma McClymont (The representative for Jamaica/The 
Caribbean Commonwealth Women Writers event at Glasgow 2014)
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Ranking among the most resilient economy in the world, Africa is becoming 
an attractive hub for foreign investors.  With the various economic, political 
and social reforms that are sweeping through the continent, this has resulted 
in a much improved business environment which is conducive to foreign 
direct investment.  Indeed, there is widespread development of critical social 
and physical infrastructure and there is also an increasing pool of well-
educated, English-speaking, enterprising workers in most countries across 
the continent.

If you are a foreign investor, “who has yet to make a foray into Africa”, now is 
the time “to step in and capture” a share of the continent’s $ trillion opportunity 
in 2015 - (Mfonobong Nsehe). With this in mind, there are several lucrative 
sectors that you should consider investing in.

In recent times, countries such as Kenya, Mauritius, Seychelles and Tanzania 
have become some of the world’s favourite tourism destinations — for obvious 
reasons. According to the United Nations World Tourism Organization, tourist 
arrivals into Africa in 2010 exceeded 49 million and this figure is likely to 
exceed the 50 million mark in 2012 and thereafter.

	  

	  

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN AFRICA

By Festus Olatunde ACA, MBA, MBCI 
Executive Director – Finance and 
Operations (African Forum Scotland)

AFRICA IS RIPE FOR A GREEN REVOLUTION 

Enterprise iLembe (in South Africa) is the economic development agency of 
the iLembe District Municipality, mandated to drive economic development 
and to promote investment in the region.

The proposed agri-processing hub will be located in Ilembe District 
Municipality. Ilembe is close to King Shaka Airport and the Dube Trade Port, 
making it ideal for investors who wish to produce agricultural commodities 
for the international market; hence investors are being invited to explore 
this opportunity.

Development agency and project champion, Enterprise Ilembe, is seeking 
investors to develop the hub, which is estimated to cost R11.5-million. 
Emphasis will be on growing and supplying lightweight, high-value, fresh 
produce for international markets.

Agriculture
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Investing in infrastructure is critical 
to Africa’s growth. While there have 
been significant improvements in 
the development and quality of 
infrastructure across the continent, 
there is still a clear-cut deficit. 
Needless to say, this shortfall 
has its consequences, including 
bottlenecks in the smooth running 
of trade and export activities.  But 
funding infrastructural development 
in Africa is not cheap. According to 
the World Bank’s 2008 Africa Country 
Infrastructure Diagnostic study, the 
continent requires about $80 billion 
annually to cover infrastructure 
needs. Of course, the financing 
capacity of individual country 
governments is limited; hence there 
are opportunities for private investors 
to partner with African governments in 
the development of under-performing 
infrastructure—such as investing in 
reliable power supply, water resources, roads and railway systems. 

Hence, Free State Province in South Africa, which is currently importing solar water heaters, is seeking investment in 
solar water heater and solar photovoltaic manufacturing plants.

With the looming energy crisis and continuous electricity price increases that are above inflation, more Africans are 
turning to solar power as a means to provide clean, reliable and pure energy that could be highly cost effective in the 
longer term.

To meet the needs of Africa’s growing consumer culture, NigScott Ltd is looking for interested investors with the capability 
to fund solar projects in Nigeria and other locations in Africa.

	  

	  
Several African countries have vast deposits of 
mineral resources that have been left largely 
unexploited because of a lack of technical 
know-how, as well as the financial incapacity to 
embark on capital-intensive mining projects. A 
case in point is Nigeria’s hugely underdeveloped 
mining industry. The country has a wide array 
of mineral resources, which include iron ore, 
coal, bauxite, gold, tin, lead and zinc, but 
these assets have been neglected because 
of Nigeria’s preoccupation with its massive oil 
deposits.  Other examples of African countries 
that have unexploited high-value reserves 
of diamond, cobalt, gold, copper and other 
resources include the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Tanzania, Namibia and Zambia.

Indeed, Zambian International Trade & 
Investment Centre (ZITIC) is seeking potential investors and joint venture partners are sought for new mining exploration 
projects in Zambia.

Equally, Ambrit Investment Nigeria Limited is looking for investment to establish a granite and building products 
production site. The demand for housing and building products in Nigeria has also increased, thus making granite 
products highly profitable.

Mining of Solid Minerals

Infrastructure
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According to the McKinsey Global Institute, 
Africa’s consumer spending next year will 
be in the region of $1 trillion. With Africa’s 
exploding middle class (over 300 million 
people) constantly looking to be serviced 
with new products, the continent’s fast 
moving consumer goods sector looks 
promising. There is a huge and ever-
growing opportunity for manufacturers and 
retailers of fast moving consumer goods 
(FMCGs) such as food, beverages, home 
care and personal care products.

According to recent data (taken from Internet World Stats), Internet penetration in Africa currently stands at 11.5%. To 
put it into perspective, close to 120 million of the continents over 1 billion people are currently online.  And it is about to 
get even better. Considering that huge broadband fiber-optic cables are currently being laid in various parts of Africa 
to make access to the Internet faster and more easily within the reach of low-income earners, it is almost certain that 
in the next few years there is going to be an explosion in the number of Internet users on the continent.
In preparation for the increase in service users, NewdreamIT! (an independent web development and hosting compa-
ny that aims to provide high-end quality web design, mobile application and custom-made software solution services 
to various corporate, organization and individual entities) is currently seeking investors.

Internet Technology

	  

Fast Moving Consumer 
Goods
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Port St Johns Municipality (in collaboration with the 
Industrial Development Corporation, the Port St 
Johns Development Agency) is geared at creating 
sustainable business opportunities that can be turned 
into drivers of accelerated economic growth and 
job creation in the Port St John area in the Eastern 
Cape Province. Opportunities exist for the following 
developments: shopping centre. affordable housing, 
and tourism infrastructure. 

With its growing popularity due to its natural beauty, 
laid-back atmosphere, accessibility via a good tar road 
and year-round climate suitable for holidays, there is 
vast potential for sensitive development of tourism-
related infrastructure in Port St Johns. In addition 
to the construction of low-impact accommodation 
facilities, there are a number of tourist attractions in 
the area that need to be nurtured and developed. 

	  

	  

An oil and gas companies, which are involved in many other essential sectors, offer lucrative investment opportunities

CSP Contracting is a company which provides a range of services that will benefit the following sectors: oil and gas, 
power, utility, chemical, pulp and mining in South Africa.

Their experienced consultants are able to provide these technical related services to the aforementioned sectors in 
South Africa and other locations in Africa, as well as internationally. CSP will provide a full range of industrial/engineering/
maintenance/inspection project-related services, from start to finish. The efficent training and knowledge of all of those 
involved in these sectors is critical to the country’s onshore and offshore economy. The required funding stands at R1-
billion and interested potential investors are invited to respond.

Hence, Pinnacle Prosperous Nigeria Ltd, which is another oil and gas company, is looking for investors to partner with 
on crude oil, marginal and matured oil fields.

Oil and gas services 

Property Development  
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Airline business in Africa requires 5 million dollars for expansion. 

The Greatway Foundation is the license holder for Weigh-Ahead Best Weigh and Best Vend products in Africa. The 
company is seeking investors to expand the supply of Best-Vend and Best Weigh machines to airports in Africa.  

Greatway is keen to attract investors for the above project, which will lead to extending and broadening the services 
around the airport. Prospective investors are encouraged to submit business models proposals to the following 
address: 
info@greatwayfoundation.org.uk

UK FCA is a regulated company that focuses on the following services:   Managing Offshore Funds which will Invest in 
the Frontier Markets• Financial Advisory Services to the AMEA Markets• Shariah Compliant Investment advisory and 
consultancy• Ethical & Social Impact Investing will be based in London with an office in Cairo. 

UK FCA is currently looking at companies and institutions that are able to work in partnership to create synergies. The 
company is also seeking investors to build Assets Under Management.

A minimum investment of US $100 000 in required to set up 
this UK FCA regulated company. Following the seed capital 
phase, the company would seek to build an investment 
relationship with high-net-worth individuals who can inject 
around US $1-million into the company. Frontier markets 
are currently enjoying economic growth rates in the region 
of 4% to 8% per annum, compared to flat or mildly positive 
rates in developed markets. This trend is expected to 
continue for at least the next five to 10 years. Frontier market 
investments display a lower correlation to global equities than 
emerging markets, thereby offering more efficient potential 
diversification benefits.

Finance 

Airlines
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AFRICA: VALUED COMMODITIES

For further information please contact Festus Olatunde at
festus@africanforumscotland.org
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Worldwide gross Year 
Avatar $2,782,275,172 2009 
Titanic $2,185,372,302 1997 
Marvel's The Avengers $1,457,760,486 2012 
Harry Potter & Deathly Hallows-2 $1,328,111,219 2011 
Transformers: Dark of the Moon $1,123,746,996 2011 

The Challenges and 
Opportunities Facing the 
African Film Industry

	  

	  

Global Trends in Film Earnings 
•Traditionally, war films, musicals and historical dramas have been the 
most popular genres. 
•However, franchise films have been the best performers in the 21st 
century, with films from the Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings and Pirates of 
the Caribbean series dominating the top end of the list.

Armand Ngadou
Entrepreneur, Writer, Motivational Speaker 

& Actor

By Armand Ngadou

Films Worldwide Gross Year

Top 5 High Budget Films 

1. Pirates of Caribbean USD 300 million 
2. Tangled (Disney) USD 260 million
3. Spider Man 3 USD 258 million
4. Harry Porter USD 250 million
5. Avatar USD 237 million

Lets look at where we are in Africa! 

• Annual revenue for Nollywood is estimated to be around $590m. (Kshs 47.2 billion) 

• On average, nearly 600 films are produced annually, each selling nearly 50,000 copies. 

• In 2011, around 2000 movies were produced in Nigeria, averaging roughly 40 Films a week. 

• Average shooting time is 10 days and costing between $10,000 to $15,000. 

• The film sector in Nigeria is the country’s second-largest employer after agriculture, providing jobs for nearly 
1million Nigerians. 

Avatar

Pirates of Caribbean
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• The South African film industry had a direct annual turnover of more than R2.65-billion 

• The industry contributed an indirect annual turnover of more than R3.5-billion to the country’s gross 
domestic product (GDP)

The Case of South Africa 

The Case of Kenya
• The total value- added (GDP at basic prices) of the film industry in 2009/2010 amounted to 

Kshs.71.806.3billion, equivalent to 3.6% of the total GDP of Kshs.2.080 trillion. 

• Among the film industry, the direct contribution to the Kenyan economy amounted to Kshs.1.925 million 
(0.093%), while the indirect contribution was Kshs.53.143.6 billion (2.56%). 

• The industry also employed 4,103 people on permanent basis in 2009, which was a growth of 25% from 
2005. 

• The total wage earnings in the industry also increased from 2.098.4 billion in 2005 to 2.955 billion in 
2009/2010 – an increase of 40.8%. 

• The total number of establishments in the industry also increased by 85% from 222 in 2005 to 411 in 2009. 

• The international impact of the industry in Western countries especially, can be assessed by the increase in 
the issuance of special permits for film and documentary producers, which rose from 2350 in 2010 to 3180 
in 2011.

Africa’s film industry is far from realising its full potential. Global film statistics reflect low performance absolute 
numbers of films produced and revenue earned.

According to the 2009 economic impact assessment study commissioned by the Cape Film Commission:

The Solution
The African Film Institute serves as an umbrella to the movies/film productions companies in Africa. The African Film 
Academy will provide training and capacity building in area such as:

With the technological developments favouring the industry now than ever, the time for film boom in Africa is here, the 
African Film Institute is taking up the challenge to make quality films and to equip the industry with the skills needed.

Directing Makeup artists 
Script writers Set and costume 
Story writers Designers 
Story board experts Editing 
Legal services Cinematography
Production Managers Special effects experts 
Acting Animal trainers 
Lighting And More…
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Introduction

Infrastructure has been widely reported to be responsible 
for more than half of Africa’s recent improved growth 
performance and has the potential to contribute even 
more in the future.  Road infrastructure, particularly in 
Africa where a significant reliance is placed on road 
transportation, plays a major role in meeting the socio-
economic needs, improving competiveness, and driving 
economic growth in Africa.  Road networks provide links 
to global and local markets.  This paper focuses on the 
Nigerian experience and approach to maintaining and 
managing the federal road network.

Nigerian Roads and FERMA

The Federal Roads Maintenance Agency (FERMA) is a 
statutory road maintenance Agency established since 
2002 and charged with the responsibility of ensuring the 
effective and efficient maintenance of over 35,000km of 
Federal roads across the country.

Nigeria has the largest road network in West Africa and 
the second largest, South of the Sahara (Africa). The road 
density is currently 0.2km per square km. Over 80% of 
transportation is by road infrastructure and supports over 
70% of the total socio-economic activities in the country. 

Currently however, good effort is being made in line with the 

government’s Transformation 
programme in the area of new 
and old rail lines rehabilitation. 
The Agency’s effort towards 
effective road maintenance 
activities is considered very 
strategic towards the overall 
economic growth of our country.

The primary objective, is to 
ensure that our huge investment 
in road infrastructure is 
relevant to the optimal performance of that subsector 
and accelerates, production in several other sectors of 
our economy. It is also considered imperative to ensure 
increased serviceability, safety and comfort of road users 
as well as hitch free movement of goods and services.

These are all aimed towards our set goal of achieving 
Nigeria’s vision 20:2020. (NV-20:2020). That Nigeria 
becomes one of the twenty world’s top economies in the 
year 2020 – (5 years from now). It is good to note that, 
today the country has achieved the interim target of 
becoming the largest economy in Africa.
The assignment of turning around our road network has 
not been an easy one for FERMA, having inherited a 
huge backlog of unmaintained, weak and old highways at 
inception. Over 75% of the roads were in a total state of 
disrepair. Roads that have exceeded design life, subjected 

to excess Axle load (uncontrolled), and various 
forms of road abuse and weather.

The other general challenge, is that of 
depending solely on annual budgetary 
appropriation for road management – 
rehabilitation, reconstruction and maintenance 
(All that is however changing).

Realising the very vital role of effective road 
maintenance to the goals of our current 
government, Mr. President, reorganized and 
overhauled the entire road management 
hierarchy, appointed a very committed and 

Road Infrastructure Maintenance – the FERMA Approach
by

Engr Gabriel C Amuchi FNSE, MD/CEO FERMA

	  

COUNTRY ANALYSIS

Nigeria
COUNTRY ANALYSIS
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hardworking Minister to take charge of roads and my 
humble self to head the road maintenance team. 

Three years down the line, the result has shown great 
improvement and a major limp from where we were. In 
Nigeria, it is said that the difference between what it used 
to be and what it is today with respect to roads is very clear 

(7-up).
Our New Strategy

On assumption of office and confronted with these 
challenges, we quickly developed, in September 2011, the 
Rapid Road Recovery Blueprint (RRRB) that sets out the 
Agency’s road maintenance plan for 2011 to 2015. The 
maintenance plan will included the following aspects: 

• Designed strategies to accelerate the Repair, Recovery 
and Reinstatement of all failed and collapsed roads.

• Federal roads were grouped for attention in accordance 
with their economic importance, use (traffic volume), 
length and condition.

• Preventive, rather than Corrective road maintenance 
programme was put in place along with workforce 
reorientation.

• Maintenance programmes were made continuous, 
proactive and sustained.

• Effective Road Surveillance and monitoring team was 
put in place to report on maintenance activities and 
general road condition on regular basis.

• The economically viable routes, of a total of 4,400km 
(mainly dual carriageways) were fully recovered and 
maintenance sustained. 

• Pavement strengthening programme to extend the 
life of pavement in fair condition. This maximizes 
the availability and reliability of road transport 
infrastructure.

• Production of Cold (warm) Asphalt for all year round 
maintenance work and prompt road repair intervention.

• Deployment of automated road condition data 
collection equipment to inform decision making and 
cost effective road management.

• Developed other strategies for round-the-clock 
(all season) maintenance operations to minimize 
disruption and increase service efficiency – such 
as area management contracts and axle weight 
management.

• Establishment of Public Works Unit to mobilize 
unemployed Nigerian Youths along federal roads 
alignments for routine maintenance works – Youth 

empowerment.
• Establishment of Federal Roads Committee on 

Surveillance and Action Against Road Abuse 
(FERCSARA) to monitor occurrences of road abuse 
and undertake actions to prevent and minimize such 
occurrences, and protect our roads.

• Acquisition of additional state-of-the-art road 
maintenance equipment (pothole patchers, back hoes 
etc).

• Installation and commissioning of 3 Nos. 80TPH 
Asphalt Plants for quick access to asphaltic concrete 
in Lagos, Abuja and Oshogbo.

• Reorientation  of FERMA Engineers to improve on 
productivity and embrace good work ethics.

• Engagement and working partnership with the 
Stakeholders through regular interactive meeting 
(NARTO, PTD) and established FERMA Public 
interactive direct lines.   

Our Current Condition

From over 75% collapsed road inherited in 2011, today, we 
have over 80% of our Federal roads in safe, good and very 
motorable condition across the country.

In the past, travel times were mostly unpredictable, today 
journey times are very predictable and realistic.

Then accidents occurred often due to locations of road 
failures and dangerous potholes, today accident rates 
have drastically reduced and occur mainly due to vehicle 
failures or reckless and impatient driving.

In the past, road condition and failures were not 
promptly identified and treated. Presently, our Pavement 
Management Systems updates us regularly with road 
conditions for prompt and proactive attention – the 
preventive initiative. 

To tackle the general challenge of total dependence on 
annual appropriations, several additional revenue sources 
are being considered for effective road maintenance in 
Nigeria. These include:
• International Vehicle Transit Charge
• MOT concession options
• Charges on Trailer parks
• Fees for access from highways to business premises 

(industries and establishments as approved)
• Annual Road User levy, billboards among others and 
• Provision of weigh bridges to control Axle loads.

Closing

FERMA remains ever determined to work round the clock, 
to actualize our government and President’s total desire 
for a well maintained road network all over the country, to 
support and sustain our desired economic growth.

Nigerian Road Infrastructure
200,000km of roads, that are grouped into:
35,000km Federal trunk roads 
165,000km State (36 States and FCT) and Rural 
roads 
Plus over 1,671 bridges (180km)

COUNTRY ANALYSIS
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The Republic of Guinea, a former French colony 
became independent in 1958. It is located in the West 
Coast of Africa and has six neighbouring countries as 
well as 300 km of sea at it West border. 

The area of the country is 245,857 km2 (94,981 sq mi) and 
the population is estimated at 12 million inhabitants.

His Excellence Mr Paul Goa Zoumanigui represents 
the Republic of Guinea in the United Kingdom (UK). He 
arrived in London on November 2013, and presented 
his Credentials to Her Majesty on 11 March 2014. He is 
accredited also in Ireland and Iceland. During the course 
of his long career, His Excellency has held a wide range 

of different positions as 
national diplomat as 
well as International 
Civil Servant. At the 
National level, he held 
several positions in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
before being appointed 
in Canada, in 1995, as 
Deputy Ambassador. 
Then he was appointed 
in New York, in 1997, 
at the Permanent 
Mission of his country as 
Counsellor, then Minister 
Counsellor and Deputy 
Ambassador. In 2009, 
he was appointed as the 
political and diplomatic 
Advisor of the President 

of his country.

In 2010, His Excellency joined the United Nations (UN) as 
Senior Political Affairs Officer at the Department of Political 
Affairs (Africa II). He was posted in Libreville (Gabon) with 
the task, on one hand, of strengthening the cooperation 
between United Nations and the Economic Community of 
Central African States (ECCAS), with an Emphasis on its 
peace and security mechanism, and on the other hand to 
forge contacts with the Leadership and authorities of the 
sub-region, for the establishment of the United Nations 
Office for Central Africa (UNOCA), which was inaugurated 
in March 2011. 

Following the attacks of Seleka in the Central African 
Republic in December 2012, His Excellency was 
transferred to the United Nations Integrated Mission in 
Central African Republic (BINUCA). He participated to the 
second extraordinary meeting of the Heads of State of 
ECCAS in Libreville, which culminated to the signing of the 
Libreville Agreements on 11 January 2013.

Since his arrival in the UK, His Excellency has been 
working hard to strengthen the cooperation between his 
country and the authorities of the host country as well as 
other partners, namely the business actors. Despite the 
Outbreak of Ebola that is affecting his country and the two 
other neighbouring countries (Liberia and Sierra Leone), 
He believes that the political and economic environment 
in his country are factors that can encourage and ensure 
partners to come and invest in Guinea. In this regard, he 
says, the election of President Alpha Condé in November 
2010, and the seating of the National Assembly in January 
2014 are of great importance for a stabilize country with an 

The Republic of Guinea

COUNTRY PROFILE
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advantage to improve business climate, attract domestic 
and foreign investments, and give guarantee to partners 
and investors.   

His Excellency explained that Guinea has huge resources 
to be exploited. In mining sector, bauxite is evaluated 
at 29 billion tons. The country also possesses over 4 
billion tons of high-grade unexploited world-class iron ore 
deposits. The gold potential of the country is estimated at 
several hundred tons, and diamonds resources 
are currently estimated to be between 25 and 30 
million carats. In addition to these mines, several 
companies are actively exploring for deposits of 
uranium as well as other base metals such as 
copper, nickel, titanium, manganese, zinc, lead, 
chrome, to name few. To ensure good governance 
and transparency in the mining sector, the 
Government has adopted a new mining code, 
which, amongst others, aims of encouraging 
partners to invest in the mining sector.

On Energy, Guinea has a considerable hydropower 
potential of approximately 6,000 megawatt, only 
2 of which is developed. On agriculture, the 
arable land in Guinea is estimated to be 6 million 
hectares out of which only 10 % is cultivated 
annually. Irrigated land represents 36,000 ha. 
The fishing provides 40% of the country’s animal 
protein requirements. Current national production 
stands at around 200 tonnes. 

Other sectors of interest are, amongst others, 
infrastructures with an emphasis on the building of 
modern system of roads, bridges, airports, hotels, 
telecommunications, water supply, transportation 
and electricity supply to accompany the current 
economic development process. The government 
is exploring to promote private sector investment 
across all economic sectors mentioned above. 

Legal Institutions and instruments regulating 
investment and business in Guinea have been 
established to safeguard investments. 
The Governments of Guinea and UK have 

upgraded their bilateral relations by opening their 
respective Embassies in the two countries. The Embassies 
are encouraging investments and business in Guinea as 
well as cooperation between the Guinean and UK partners 
involved in these sectors. 

There are some UK investors already in Guinea such as 
Rio Tinto (iron ore and bauxite), Stellar Diamonds (in the 
mining sector), Tullow Oil (who is drilling offshore for oil), 
Aggreko (who is helping to improve the supply of electricity 
to Conakry), De la Rue (who print Guinea’s money), Shell/
Vivo Energy, BP, G4S, Intertek (who scan all containers 
coming into and leaving the port of Conakry), etc. 

His Excellency says that Since his election, President 
Alpha Condé has been working hard to establish a stable 
investment environment in which the Government can work 
with partners in the private sector to develop ‘’win-win’’ for 
parties engaged across all major economic sectors of the 
country. In this regard, he hopes that more investors and 
companies from the United Kingdom will be interested in 
investing in Guinea.

Ambassador, His Excellence Paul Goa Zoumanigui of Guinea

COUNTRY ANALYSIS
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The telecoms sector in Africa should increasingly be seen as a converged “telecommunications, media and technology” 
converged sector, and I have hopefully made this argument cogently in my recent book1. Seen in this light in particular, 
the opportunities for investing in this combined sector in Africa now is just immense, and the timing could not be better.

Figure 1 – TMT Sector Redesign in Africa and other Emerging Markets

Source: Telecommunications, Media and Technology (TMT) for Developing 
Economies” by Prof H Sama Nwana

Some US $150 Billions had been invested in Africa telecoms up onto mid 2013 from about 2003. And Africa has 
surprised many because these were investments well spent! Telecoms is a no-AID sector in Africa. The results have 
been startling for all African consumers and citizens to see, and clearly so for the investors too. The well-known Deloitte/
GSMA Intelligence estimate that a 10% increase in subscriber leading to 1.2% increase in annual growth rate in GDP 
has Africa has been proven true. Africa has used mobile as a springboard to start doing its own innovation and giving 
back to the world for a change. Case in point, the M-PESA mobile payments platform in Kenya is already carrying close 
to 40% of Kenya’s GDP!

This said, Africa has about 13% of the world’s population but a paltry less than 5% of the world’s telephone lines 
(including mobile connections). Still less than 50% of Africans in 2015 are unique subscribers due to multi-SIM users 
across the continent. This means opportunity still abounds even for voice. Witness all the tower deals2 happening across 
the continent demonstrating increasing maturity in the sector and mobile operators move to provide differentiating value-
added services, e.g. mobile monies/finance, health, sports, etc. Lots of opportunities here too.

However, even better, the above picture from my book – Figure 1 - really starts to give a taste of the opportunities in this 
new sector in Africa from 2015 onwards. Why you may ask? Read on.

Africa – Investing in the Telecommunications, Media and Technology Sector
Prof. H. Sama Nwana, CEO, Atlantic Telecoms & Media Ltd, UK

1.  Nwana, H. Sama. (2014), Telecommunications, Media & Technology (TMT) for Developing Economies: How to make 
TMT improve Developing Economies in Africa and Elsewhere for the 2020s, London: Gigalen Press. 
2.  Driven by the big 4 of IHS Towers, Helios Towers Africa, Eaton Towers and American Towers.
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Figure 2 -- Africa Undersea Cables (2014)

(Source: Steve Song, http://manypossibilities.net/african-undersea-cables;

reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.)

1. Broadband & Fibre: Thanks to all the prior $150 Billion of spending, Africa is now replete with submarine 
capacity at its shores estimated at some 75.5TB/s design capacity in today in 2015, see Figure 2. Opportunities 
now abound to build out the terrestrial fibre national backbones across the continent, particularly needed for 
broadband that Africa direly needs. So many opportunities here including the need for IXPs, gateways, etc. Also 
a great opportunity to address and invest in the dire fixed sector on the continent.

2. Media, Content & Digital Switchover. Digital switch off of analogue TV (DSO) going on across the continent is a 
key stimulus for the new sector, and there are so much opportunities to invest, as the whole media sector gets 
redesigned.

3. 4G Auctions/Awards and Broadband: a key driver for DSO is the need to release much need low-frequency 
(sub 1GHz) spectrum for mobile broadband. This cannot come fast enough in Africa, and the opportunities 
here would even surpass that of voice. The World Bank estimates that African economies grow by 1.4% for 
every 10% in broadband penetration. So forthcoming auctions or spectrum/4G awards across the continent for 
broadband just means opportunities galore! Towers investment are needed. I estimate Africa needs another 
50,000 to 75,000 towers over the next 10 years. 

4. Affordable & accessible digital services: Africa needs to ensure a digital divide does not emerge – as it is now 
- just because you do not live in the cities. 70% of Africans live in rural areas. This is a real challenge, but yet a 
real opportunity. Furthermore, the services, e.g. broadband, must be affordable, or else what is the point?
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5. Investing in the TMT Sector and other sectors is a spring board for investing in other key sectors: it is now also 
increasingly clear that this new TMT sector would underpin so many other sectors of the African economy: in 
financial services (e.g. mobile monies and financial inclusion), in education (e.g. m-educations), in health (e.g. 
E-Health); in Smart cities, in Agriculture, in Government, I could go on. Cloud computing seems to have been 
invented for Africa!

Africa is re-designing its entire and new TMT sector. If you are not doing this, please contact me. It needs to done even 
better because convergence is real, and because it has to base so many of sectors. MPESA in Kenya is a great example 
of the impact of just such a redesign.

Join us to redesign the TMT sector in Africa, and Africa’s future.

Prof H Sama Nwana (www.atlantic-tm.com)

Key themes for conference could include:

Telecom Leadership – Strategies for regional growth 
Next Generation Networks – 4G, fixed and satellite broadband services 
Policy & Regulation – Infrastructure sharing and spectrum 
M&A Panels – How will consolidation shape the market? 
Mobile Towers – Investing in towers and maximising profits 
Media and Content - Delivering content and killer apps 
Financing Growth - Raising capital via debt and equity 
Emerging Markets Risk - How can telcos protect investments?  
Datacentres & Cloud - Meeting the demand for data 
Future of TMT - Investing in adjacent market opportunities 
Mobile Money  - The next wave of applications and services

Prof. H Sama Nwana, 
PhD, MBA 

Executive Director of 
the Dynamic Spectrum 
Alliance, Founder & 
Director at Atlantic 
Telecoms & Media

As CEO of Atlantic Telecoms 
& Media Ltd, he consults on Telecoms, Media and 
Technology to major companies including Microsoft and 
Google as well as being a regular speaker on the industry 
around the world. 

As Executive Director of the Dynamic Spectrum Alllance, 
H Nwana assists with the development and execution of 
the organization’s strategic initiatives and outreach to and 
recruitment of potential partners and members across the 
private, public, and non-profit sectors. 

Prior to joining these, Nwana was Group Director of 
Spectrum Policy at Ofcom, where he ran UK’s Spectrum 
Policy. While at Ofcom, Nwana was responsible for 
multi-million pound policy projects including the UK’s 
Digital TV Clearance programme (part of UK’s digital 
switchover programme) which concluded in 2013. Nwana 
also oversaw the UK 4G auction that raised billions and 
concluded in February 2013.

Before this, Nwana was Managing Director at Arqiva and 
earlier in his career he worked at Quadriga Worldwide 
Ltd as Managing Director where he was instrumental in 
the introduction of digital technology and services to the 
hospitality industry across Europe, Middle East, and Africa. 
Before Quadriga, he was a venture capitalist for 2 years 
and, even earlier, a Senior award-winning and published 
technologist at BT plc for 5 years. 

Dr Nwana holds five degrees including an MA from Queens’ 
College Cambridge, a PhD in Artificial Intelligence/
Computer Science from Aston University, Birmingham, 
and MBA with distinction from the London Business 
School, University of London. He is Visiting Professor 
of Telecommunications at the University of Bristol and 
at the American University of Nigeria (AUN), Yola. He 
is on the Board of Breezie, advises the Commonwealth 
Telecommunications Organisation based in London and 
is a Trustee of various charities. He has also recently 
led a consortium to winning a £2M Digital TV Switchover 
advisory project for an African country.

He also holds university professorial visiting appointments. 
Nwana has just published an authoritative book entitled 
Telecommunications, Media & Technology (TMT) for 
Emerging Economies: How to make TMT Improve 
Developing Economies for the 2020s – published in April 
2014. 

PROFILE
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Empowering African Women For Wealth Creation
By Dr Timie Lar Olatunde

Government policies and programmes 
have focused on poverty alleviation and 
its factors, however they have not given 
practical solutions to how women can 
create wealth and sustain it.

The world today has changed due to the 
increasing costs of living. In Africa, wars, 
Ebola and terrorism have left more women 
in charge of their households.

In Africa, women are actively participating in 
the workplace but they remain undervalued 
and unrecognised in their efforts and 
contributions. The question now is why are 

women occupying such small percentages 
in strategic roles? There is now a need 
to develop practical strategies for wealth 
creation for women. 
Wealth creation is how to make sure that 
women are engaged in one form of money 
generating activity. This could be through 
different avenues such as: jobs, petty 
training, micro/macro business enterprise 
or project, investments and savings.

This article will give practical ways in which 
women can generate and sustain wealth in 
the short and long term.

1. Aspire to and never give up to attain Managerial/ Leadership roles in the workplace - This can lead 
to a higher earning potential, and one can gain access to such roles through training, education and 
opportunities.

2. Self-Employment (sole business owners, partnership and petty trading)
3. Investment and Savings –It is good to discuss with bank advisor on best accounts to save money. 

Savings accounts are a risk-free way to gain interest
4. Entrepreneurship link – An example of this is the business influence of billionaire businesswomen, as 

shown below.

	  

	  

	  

Folorunsho Alakija

Isabel dos Santos

Dr Timie Lar Olatunde

Contact: Email: timie@greatwayfoundation.org.uk

Inspirational African 
Woman Billionaires

Strategies:

1. African countries can set up specifically targeted national bank to provide access 
to financial credit and personal banking support for women. Such a bank will have sole 
responsibility of disseminating, financial information, logistics on macro and micro changes 
in society. They will render advice/support on savings and different credit facilities available 
and appropriate to the type or level of entrepreneurship. Women could be screened and 
matched with credit in line with their perceived level of business acumen.

2. Introduce legislation that sets up an annual celebration of women entrepreneurship 
at all levels (Local and national) in each African country. As well as a regular woman 
entrepreneurship forum organised by O.A.U (Organisation of African Union)

3. Incorporate practical entrepreneurial topics into the school curriculums from primary 
right through to university levels. Doing this ensures a short, long-term educational and 
development solution.

4. Work placement programs and apprenticeship training should move away from 
theory to meaningful preparation of individuals who become equipped with practical 
knowledge to create wealth and become future employers and/or career focused business 
owners.

5. Present Bank of Industry, Ministry of trade and Ministry of Women Affairs could 
form a joint committee that establishes directory of small, medium and large organisations. 
Accurate data on women entrepreneurs leads to more progressive, projected planning. Also 
there should be annual business exhibition to be organised. 

In Conclusion, empowering women will help to grow the economy and impact positively on 
other areas of life. This type of empowerment is not an option but a necessity.

Ways the Government can support women in increasing their wealth: 
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Coastal Protection Engineering  
Coastal  Protection  Engineering  (CPE)  has  created  an  innovative  system  �  
the  Ecological  Artificial  Barrier  Reef  (EABRS)  �  to  address  environmental  
protection  and  sustainable  development  issues  while  generating  and  
storing  low  carbon  hydro-‐tidal  energy  and  providing  a  whole  range  of  
other  community  benefits.  
Current  renewable  energy  sources  are  inefficient,  cannot  match  demand  
and  storage  is  expensive,  impracticable  or  impossible.  
The  EABRS  makes  tidal  power  a  cost-‐effective  option  for  the  first  time  
because  of  its  ability  to  efficiently  capture  AND  store  energy.  
CPE  is  working  collaboratively  to  promote  the  use  of  the  EABRS  to  
protect  the  environment  and  build  a  sustainable  future  for  coastal  
communities  worldwide.  
From  design  to  build  to  operation,  CPE  and  its  partner  organisations  are  
focusing  on  addressing  the  ecological,  economic  and  societal  issues  
facing  our  planet.  

  

Environmental Issues 
We  cannot  continue  to  rely  on  fossil  fuels  �  on  oil,  coal,  gas  �  or  on  
nuclear  energy  production.  The  environmental  consequences  in  terms  of  
pollution  and  global  warming  are  grave  and  the  financial  cost  continues  
to  rise.  The  Intergovernmental  Panel  on  Climate  Change  (IPCC)  has  
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2050.  
Its  Synthesis  Report  published  on  2nd  November  2014  recognizes  that  
options  exist  to  limit  its  effects  and  suggests  that  the  use  of  renewables  
to  generate  power  will  have  to  increase  by  50  per  cent  in  the  next  three  
to  four  decades.  
It  added  that  limiting  the  effects  of  climate  change  raises  issues  of  
equity,  justice,  and  fairness  and  that  it  is  necessary  to  achieve  
sustainable  development  and  poverty  eradication.    
  
  
  The Ecological Artificial Barrier Reef Solution uses turbines to capture, store and release tidal energy. Unlike other tidal generating 

systems, it can store energy until it is needed by using hydro-power. Eight meter high towers which are one kilometre in diameter act as reservoirs. When 
power is needed the water can be released to generate energy. 
The water storage towers provide a perfect ecosystem for seafood farming and the vast sheltered coastal lagoon area is ideal for cultivating shellfish, for 
aquatic leisure activities and water sports. It can also be used as a ferry route to transport goods and people. 
Coastal erosion is prevented by the protective effect of the barrier absorbing and harnessing what could otherwise be destructive tidal energy. Adjacent 
land can be reclaimed to create an eco-community with affordable homes and to grow crops all year round in thermal heat underground greenhouses. 
The barrier system can, if necessary, incorporate a desalination plant to produce fresh water for drinking or for irrigation.  
Long term sustainable employment will be created and the coastal environment will be an attractive place to live, work and play. 
The barrier can operate in a wide range of environmental conditions, both nationally and internationally plus it is adaptable and scalable to suit local 
requirements. 
It will revitalise coastal communities and address issues of global inequality by creating a sustainable resource which will reduce conflict and instability. 
 
Visit us at 
http://www.cpeglobal.co.uk       info@cpeglobal.co.uk                                                                                               2015© COASTAL PROTECION ENGINEERING 

Secretary General of the United Nations  
Ban Ki-moon said. 
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Leaders must act. Time is not on our side. 

 There is a myth that climate action will cost heavily  
but inaction will cost much more." 

eco Proactive� 
Latent Hydraulic Binders�

�
 M A N Y USES, M A N Y SO L U T I O NS 

ecoProactive���
����������������	��
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���	��
soil, dirt and gravel roads into a sustainable, 

environmental sound and structured running course 
 

From foundations to pavement layers 
 ecoProactive� will provide immediate results at a 

fraction of the cost of conventional upgrading 
 

Sounds to good to be true, 
 then request a sample and prove it for yourself 

 
Now being introduced throughout Africa for real cost 

effective solutions to both highway and rural road 
infrastructure projects 

 
ecoProactive��	����������	����	�
�� 

 
www.ecoproactive.com                                                 info@ecoproactive.com  

Proud supporters of CPE  
and the 

 Human Survival Foundation 
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In recent times, financial inclusion has emerged as a tool for 
poverty alleviation in developing economies, more so the 
importance of a vibrant and well developed financial sector cannot 
be overemphasised as financial sector development could have 
a positive impact on economic growth and development with 
its resultant effect on poverty levels. However, despite efforts 
geared towards the development of a vibrant financial system 
in developing countries, the financial systems of most African 

countries remain largely underdeveloped when compared to other developing economies. 

In recent times, there has been increased clamouring for financial inclusion which connotes access to the financial 
sector. However, It is worthy to note that financial inclusion refers principally to access to the formal financial sector 
as those considered as being financially excluded are included in the informal financial sector, more so, statistics on 
financial inclusion/exclusion maybe inaccurate when the term ‘financial inclusion’ is used loosely as they do not take 
into cognizance the informal financial sector which accounts for a large percentage of financial services provision in 
developing countries and especially in Africa. 

The financial sector of developing countries is characterised by financial dualism; two types of financial institutions 
operating at the same time and despite the increase in the number of formal financial institutions the informal financial 
sector has continued to thrive and exist side by side with the Western ‘imported’ formal financial sector as it has deep 
roots in the culture and traditions of local communities and providing intrinsic and instrumental needs of the local peoples 
whereas the ‘imported’ formal financial sector is only able to provide for instrumental needs. Furthermore, providers of 
informal finance are able to tackle and mitigate against the challenges the formal financial providers contend with such 
as high cost of transaction due to information asymmetry, collateral deficiency and lack of credit histories amongst 
others. 

The informal sector is able to overcome these challenges with tools and mechanisms such as group lending, which 
affords social collateral. According to the consultative group to assist the poor (CGAP, 2009,2012), Africa has the 
largest proportion of people excluded from the formal financial sector with only about 12% of adults boasting of bank 
accounts, For example, in Kenya and Nigeria, only 10% of their population bank with the formal banking sector while in 
Uganda and Tanzania and francophone countries the percentage drops to 6%, 5% and 4% respectively despite the high 
population figures. In the Democratic Republic of Congo and Central African Republic, more than 95% of adults are ― 
unbanked. These figures suggest that a large percentage of the population in developing countries, that are excluded 
from the formal financial sector, are being served by the informal sector with the informal financial sector recording high 
degrees of sustainability, high repayment, huge savings mobilization and substantial outreach to the excluded segments 
of the population. Therefore to achieve a well robust and functioning financial system and reap the benefits of financial 
inclusion in developing countries, and more specifically in Africa, there has to be a free flow between the formal and 
informal financial sector while taking the nature of the financial system in these countries into cognizance. Furthermore, 
it would be beneficial to examine the reason(s) why those excluded from the formal financial sector patronise the 
informal sector and why they stay away from the formal financial sector with a view to integrating the two sectors for the 
development of the economy.
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VENUE:  TRANSCORP  HILTON  ABUJA,  1  AGUIYI  IRONSI  STREET  MAITAMA,  ABUJA,  NIGERIA  

DATE:  To  be  Confirmed  

African  Forum  Scotland  in  partnership  with  Nigeria  High  Commission  in  United  Kingdom  with  the  support  of  Nexim  Bank,  The  
Infrastructure  Bank  Plc  and  Bank  of  Industry  announce  the  1st  Scottish  Nigeria  International  Business  Conference  2015.  
  
The  increasing  demand  for  Nigeria  business  in  Scotland  and  Scotland  business  in  Nigeria  
has  become  a  necessity  for  this  conference.  The  presentations  and  discussions  will  address  
the  following  key  business  focus:  
� Nigeria  in  Diaspora  Contribution  to  the  business  industry  
� Re-‐Thinking  Security  in  Nigeria  for  business  development  and  growth  
� The  financial  market  and  business  �  Opportunities  and  approaches  to  engagement  
� Nigeria  and  Scotland  in  partnership  on  Quality  Assurance,  Governance  and  Standards  
� Imports  and  Exports  business  in  Nigeria:  Partnership  opportunities  and  market  growth  
� Realistic  Business  Education  Environment  for  Nigeria  �  Collaboration  with  Scotland  
� Creating  sustainable  real  estate,  housing  and  infrastructure  finance  -‐  Investment  

opportunities  in  Nigeria  and  Scotland  
� Nigerian  Women  in  Enterprise  �  Engagement  and  Empowerment  with  Fair  Trade  
� Sustaining  Agricultural  Development  and  Financing  in  Nigeria  �  Agricultural  

partnership  development.  
� Nigerian  capital  market  �  The  framework  for  best  practice  and  development  
� Football,  Nollywood  and  Tourism  �  Tools  for  International  Business  Expansion  
� Oil  and  Gas  business  in  Nigeria  �  Engaging  Nigerians  in  Diaspora  
� Modern  technologies  for  airports    �  The  Weigh-‐Ahead  experience  in  Scotland  
� Business  Broadcast  �  The  Clyde  Broadcast,  Scotland  and  Nigeria  synergy  
� The  business  mobile  payment  solutions  �  The  �TransferBoss�  Scotland  experience  
� Nigerian  business  legal  structure  �  International  Engagement  and  setup  
  
  
CONTACTS:    Angela:  aebagua@yahoo.co.uk  
Ikechukwu:  ikechukwu.iheagwam@gmail.com  
Festus:  festus@africanforumscotland.org  
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Sewa Asset Management Limited (“SEWA”) was founded in 2008 and is a duly 
registered Nigerian Entity with corporate office in Lagos, Nigeria.

SEWA has built a strong reputation for market excellence in the asset management, investment advisory, business 
intelligence, consulting and financial services sector over the last few years. This has led to the offering of expert 
services on syndications, mergers & acquisitions, private equity funding, management buy- outs, advisory and 
consultancy related roles for large multinationals in the Financial Services, Oil & Gas, Manufacturing and Energy 
Sectors in Nigeria and sub-Saharan Africa.

SEWA is led by a dynamic, vibrant, skilled and versatile management team with proven integrity and track record and 
also supported by a well-motivated staff work force that brings to bear 
expertise, efficiency, effectiveness, experience and extensive research 
output across all business segments.

SEWA prides itself in its competitive advantage which encompasses: 
bespoke financial solutions and offerings, personalized and/or 
institutionalized financial acumen, competent work force and extensive 
quality research content, strong corporate governance and risk 
management practice, excellent customer service experience and 
consistent relationship management building.

Our vision is “to be the benchmark for ideation, strategy, and output of 
asset management solutions within the financial services industry”

Our mission is “to be the most resourceful one-stop asset management 
solution provider with global impact and local relevance”
http://www.sewaassetsmanagement.com/


